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Unit 18 

The Computer, News,  

TV, Weather Forecast 

Speech Acts   
Vocabulary 
 
about = aproximativ, în jur 
de 
ago = în urmă 
aircraft = ambarcaţiune 
can =  poate 
desksized = de mărimea 
unui birou 
desktop = de birou (pe 
birou) 
efficiently = eficient 
faster = mai rapid 
integrate circuit = circuit 
integrat 
micro-processor =  
microprocesor 
often = adesea 
only = numai 
ordinary = obişnuit 
other = alt/alta 
recent = recent(ă) 
so as = aşa încât 
staggering = uluitoare 
terms = termeni 
the first = primul, prima 
the next = următorul 
to call = a numi 
to forget = a uita 
to mean = a însemna 
to pack = a asambla 
together = împreună 
too = de asemenea, prea 
transistors = tranzistori 
truly = cu adevărat 
used = folosit 
very few = foarte puţine 
 

Phrases 
 
as closely as = cât de 
aproape 
instead of = în loc de 

 

 

The Computer 

 
The most recent generation of 

computers shows that the first 

computer was invented only about 50 

years ago and occupied a large room. 

The new technology was to create 

transistors and other components called  

chips necessary for an integrate circuit. 

The next stage was to pack these 

components together as closely as 

possible so as to make a 

microprocessor, one single chip. At the 

beginning of 1980s these technical 

innovations meant in practical terms 

that desksized minicomputers became 

desktop microcomputers. These 

computers could be used not only in 

firms but, often using a TV instead of a 

monitor, in the home too.  

The number of computer applications 

is truly staggering. There are more 

different programmes today than there 

are words in English language. There 

are very few, if any, human activities 

that do not or could not use computers 

effectively. Supercomputers, which 

process information 100 million times 

faster than ordinary personal 

computers, have revolutionised the 

design of aircraft and automobiles. 

 

 

Things you do with your 
computer:  
 

 Start up / power up your 

computer 

 Open a file or document 

 Enter information 

 Click on an icon 

 Copy files or 

programmes 

 Cut and paste pieces of 

text 

 Delete things you do not 

want 

 Download files / 

pictures / music from 

the Internet 

 Close file / document 

 Scroll up and down the 

page 

 Burn CDs or DVDs 

 Save your work 

 Shut down/ Turn off 

your computer 
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Language Use Practice 
 
Past Progressive. Past Simple and Progressive. (G. V. 2) Verbs with two objects.  (G. VIII. 1) 
 

A. The Past Progressive Tense is formed with the past tense of the verb TO BE and the –ing form of 

the main verb. 

It is used to express:  

- an action going on in the past. 

e.g. At noon last Monday we were learning how to use the computer. 

- a repeated  action in the past (a frequency adverb is necessary) 

e.g. When he worked in the info lab, Tom was always downloading music from the Internet. 

B. The Past Tense Simple is used to express an action in the past finished at a certain moment in the 

past. 

e.g. John  intended to power up your computer a few minutes ago. 

C. Verbs with two objects. Verbs such as: ask, bring, give, make, sell, etc. take two objects in 

English. One object is a direct object and the other one is an indirect object. 

e.g. I gave him the DVD. 
       
1. Turn the verbs in brackets into Past Tense Simple or Progressive: 
 

a. Yesterday we (learn) … about the history of the computer. The first computer (occupy) … 

a large room, but the situation (change) … at the beginning of the 1980s. 

b. When Jane (return) … from school last Monday, her younger brother (work) … at the 

computer and (delete) … some files. Luckily, he (not empty) … the Recycle Bin and when 

their parents (come) … home from work, she (retrieve) … her documents. 

 

2. Create sentences using the words given in the following list: 
 

automobiles 

programmes 

invented 

design 

applications 

computer  

staggering 

words 

 

a. The number of computer … is truly … 

b. There are more computer … than there are … in English. 

c. The first … was … 50 years ago. 

d. Supercomputers have revolutionised the … of …  

 

3. Match the following words with their appropriate definitions inserted below: 
 

1. chip  

 

2. desktop 

 

3. transistor 

 

A. A computer that fits easily onto a work 

surface. 

B. An essential component of a 

microprocessor. 

C. The type of technology that made 

miniaturisation possible. 
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Info: News, TV, Weather Forecast Speech Acts Vocabulary 
blast = explozie 
bright = strălucitor,  
luminos 
clear = senin 
cloudy = noros 
dull = posomorât,  
mohorât 
fog = ceaţă 
foggy = ceţos 
Gas Board = Direcţia 
Gaz 
high ground = ţinuturi 
înalte 
hurricane = uragan 
motorway = autostradă 
northern = în partea de 
nord 
road works = lucrările  
de drum 
shower = aversă 
southern = în partea de 
sud 
sunny = însorit 
to thunder = a tuna 
weather forecast =  
buletin meteo 
wind = vânt 
windy = vântos 
 
Phrases 
breaking news = ştire 
de ultimă oră 
by phone = la telefon 
due to = datorită 
it is hailing = bate  
grindina 
it isn’t too far = nu este  
prea departe 
it’s a long way = este  
departe 
that’s no problem = nu-i  
nicio problemă 
there will be a storm  
with lightning and  
thunder = va fi a  
furtună cu fulgere si  
trăsnete 
to be wet to the skin =  
a fi ud până la piele 
to shiver with cold = a  
tremura de frig 

 

The most important job of any newspaper is to 

report the news. But what is “news”? “When a 

dog bites a man, that is not news, but when a 

man bites a dog that is news”. It is something 

concrete that happened and is considered an 

“event.” Here is an example of such events as 

breaking news: 

 

Explosion in Mickle Street 

“Families were evacuated from four streets in 

the centre of Glasgow, because of a gas 

explosion. The explosion occurred at ten a.m. 

in a deserted house in Mickle Street. Gas Board 

officials believe that the explosion was due to 

leaking gas. The house had been empty for 

several months, and they suspect that a gas 

main had cracked because of vibration from 

road works in the street. Windows 100 metres 

away were broken by the blast. The police have 

forbidden anyone to enter the area until the 

Gas Board has completed tests.” 

 

The weather forecast for November 13  
 

                     
Good evening and here is the weather forecast 

for tomorrow. Northern Scotland will be cold, 

and there may be snow over high ground. In the 

north of England it will be a wet day and rain 

may move into Wales and the Midlands during 

the afternoon. East England will be generally 

dry, but it will be dull and cloudy. In southern 

England it will be a bright clear day with 

sunshine, but it may rain during the evening. In 

the south west it may be foggy during the 

morning, but the afternoon will be clear. It may 

be windy later in the day. 

 
Presenting 
Here is the news:   

- read by  

- in brief 

- in detail  

 

The most important 

item is …  

 

 
 

Here are the main 

points again.  

A BBC TV  

Programme: 

the times are all p.m. 

 

1.50 Film 

3.40 Cartoon 

3.53 Regional news 

3.55 Play school 

5.00 News, weather 

6.00 Cartoon 

7.40 The Hollywood 

Guests 

9.00 News 

10.00 Most wanted 

11.40 Athletics,  

highlights 

12.00 Closedown 
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Language Use Practice 
 
4. Read the breaking news again, then answer the following questions: 
a. Why were families evacuated from the centre of Glasgow? ………………………………… 

b. When and where did the explosion occur? ………………………………………………….. 

c. What was the explosion due to? ……………………………………………………………... 

d. Was the house empty? For how long? ……………………………………………………… 

e. What was cracked and why? ………………………………………………………………… 

f. What broke the windows? …………………………………………………………………… 

g. What have the police done? ……………………………………............................................. 

 
5. Listen to the weather forecast again, then write what was the weather like on November, 13, 
making all the necessary changes in the tense of the verbs:  
Northern Scotland was cold, and there was snow over high ground. In the north of England it 

… a wet day and rain … into Wales and the Midlands during the afternoon. East England … 

generally dry, but it … dull and cloudy. In southern England it … a bright clear day with 

sunshine, but it … during the evening. In the south west it … foggy during the morning, but 

the afternoon … clear.  

 
6.When speaking about the  
weather, the  
following  
phrases may be  
used: 
 

What is the weather like?  

It looks like rain.     Se pare că va ploua. 

It is raining heavily.                       Plouă foarte tare. 

It is raining.                                    Plouă. 

The wind is blowing.                     Bate vântul. 

The weather is improving.             Vremea se îmbunătăţeşte. 

 
7. Now, match the phrases above with the pictures below: 

 

 

 .......................................................................................................  

 

 

 .......................................................................................................  

 

 .......................................................................................................  

 .......................................................................................................  

 .......................................................................................................  

 

 


